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Network planning aspects for terrestrial digital radio:
Implications of using higher order modulation schemes
Kurt LEUENBERGER, Berne

1 Introduction
In a dense network, where frequency re-use is required
in possibly many directions from different nodes, a new
dimension may be added to the definition of spectral
efficiency, since contributions of channel interference
from other directions have to be considered as well.

The spectral efficiency that is obtained by applying
some well known modulation schemes on one single link
is represented in figure 1. For reference, the theoretical
Shannon limit is indicated as well. The dark points are
valid for spectra with rectangular shape (a 0). The
circled points indicate the efficiency obtainable under a

scheme such as shown in figure 2a, using a s 0.7. The

points represented with "x" finally indicate the
efficiency obtained with systems using a channel scheme
with alternate polarization, such as indicated in

figure 2b.

In the following, a simplified derivation of an expression
for the deterioration of the detection threshold by channel

interference in a digital receiver is given.
Subsequently, the necessary filter- and/or cross-polarization
discrimination for commonly transmitted channels in

one particular direction is evaluated. Finally, a formula
for the minimum required angular discrimination of an-
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Fig. 1

Spectral efficiency for digital modulation schemes
Ideal, Nyquist-factor:
• a 0

o a s 0,7
X a 3 0,7
interleaved channels, per polarisation

tennas in a node (radio tower) for channel re-use is

derived. Applying the known angular and cross-polar
characteristics of commercially available antennas,
corresponding minimum angular spacings can be specified. A
comparison of the results for the different modulation
schemes finally leads to some conclusions in respect to
the performance of higher order modulation schemes
applied to dense networks.

2 Deterioration of threshold by interference

To achieve a given BER at the digital receiver, a given
signal-to-noise ratio S is required which, assuming similar

receiver characteristics, depends on the modulation
scheme applied. Despite the fact that the signal-to-
noise ratio and the signal-to-interference ratio (desired
to undesired channel) for a given BER is not exactly the
same due to the differences in their amplitude statistics,
this approximation is reasonable for our purposes
(conservative by at most a few dB).

We define P„ as the noise power, P, as the interference
power, Prx00 as the receiver input power for the given
BER without additional interference and correspondingly

Prx as the receiver input power to achieve the
given BER with the additional interference power Pj at
the input. Prxoo could therefore be defined as the threshold

without interference and Prx as the deteriorated
threshold due to interference.

The following relationships thus can be stated:

P„ + Pi

1 rxoo

~p7 (1)

a
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Fig. 2

Channel plans for digital transmission
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Deterioration A due to channel interference

From this, the deterioration A can simply be derived

P S P
A —-i + 1 (2)

rxoo 'rxoo

or using the abréviation A S-P;/Prx00

A A + 1 (2a)

The relationship is represented in figure 3. The deterioration

obviously reaches asymptotically zero for small
values of P,. A proportional deterioration of the threshold

is obtained for large values of P;. A deterioration of
3 dB (equal values of Pn and P;) is obtained if the level of
interference power is Pj Prx00/S.

With Prx being defined as the nominal level at the
receiver (level without fading), the fading margin including
interference is defined as

Since fadings are strongly correlated for adjacent channels

on the same link, the conditions to keep the
adjacent-channel interference low can be stated under the
assumption of optimal correlation (no differential fading)

as

Pia «^f (6)

The pessimistic lower limit (case of zero correlation,
such as occurring on adjacent links having one station in

common) would be

Pia (7)

The correlation depends, as mentioned, on the spacing,
as well as on the specific application of the equipment
(path lengths, etc.). Generally, a deterioration of the
threshold of < 1 dB is achieved. Possibilities are also

being explored to apply adaptive cancelling systems for
adjacent-channel interference [1], or even for crosspolar
co-channel operation according to figure 2a.

The theoretically achievable adjacent-channel suppression

by filtering is represented in figure 4, assuming
filters that assure ideal Nyquist conditions at the regenerator

(50 %/50 %-filtering) according to [2],

4 Co-channel interference

Co-channel interference occurs in nodes, with channel
re-use. As a model case, it will be assumed here that the
interference to a desired channel is dominated by two
main disturbers, transmitting from adjacent directions
with angles of ± (p relative to the desired direction.
Since the occurrence of fading in different hops has to
be considered as uncorrelated, the signal level at the re-

For given values of S, Prxo and Prxoo, the admissable
interference power Pj can thus be derived by inserting (3) in

(2), with

P 9 P
—— 1 + 1 (4)

M • P P * '
IVI 1 rxoo 1 rxoo

This expression yields the ratio g of the interference

power versus the nominal power

-è-s4MM~1
In a node, the receiver input levels are typically equal
(optimum in respect to interference, as long as antenna
gains are equal). The ratio g thus represents the
required attenuation for the channel interference, to
ensure a given fading margin. In the following, the two
main sources of interference, adjacent-channel interference

and co-channel interference, are investigated sep-
erately.

Fig. 4

Adjacent-channel suppression at the regenerator (ideal Nyquist-filter-
ing, 50 °/o/50 %)
fd: Difference of adjacent-channel carrier frequency
fn: Nyquist frequency
a: Nyquist slope factor
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Fig. 5

Minimal relative antenna discrimination g (<p) in function of eff. fading
margin M

Conditions: - interference dominates over noise, for given threshold P„
-Two major interferers of equal strength
- Equal antennas and equal nominal receiver levels P,„

- Values for S: 4 PSK: 13 dB, 16 QAM: 21 dB, 64 QAM:
28 dB (typical for BER 10 ')

ceivers from different directions in a node can vary by at
least the fading margin (up-fading can occur simultaneously,

but the coincidence of fading and up-fading can
be regarded as second order).

Thus, the relationship between the resulting fading margin

and the relative antenna discrimination (antenna of
desired channel) is readily obtained from (5) as

9w-ë-rir-y('+!)
'

m

Using given equipment and antenna characteristics, the
highest nodal density is thus obtained (smallest angular
spacing of directions at which channel re-use can be
applied) for the case that the co-channel interference is

allowed to dominate over the receiver noise. Equation (8)

then is written in the simple form

g(<p)[dB] - (M[dB] + S[dB] + 3) (9)
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Fig. 6

Radiation pattern. Antenna 7 GHz, 3 m 0

In practice, a deterioration of the threshold by 5...7 dB

may be tolerable in many digital networks, because the
equivalent fading margin due to dispersive fading often
lies in the order of 30 dB...35 dB, such that a flat fading
margin much higher than the dispersive margin is useless

anyway.

The results for the minimum angles are indicated as
curves in function of the effective fading margin
M.They are obtained by applying the different antenna
characteristics from figures 6 to 8, Depending on the
antenna polarization, the minimum angle in figures 9 to 11,

for equal polarization of adjacent directions, is covered
by the range indicated by the set of solid curves, per
modulation scheme. The corresponding dashed curves
show the minimum angle for crossed polarization,
where the range of variation is mostly small, such that
we represent the worst case values by single curves.

The results show the considerable differences in respect
to minimum angle that occur for commercial types of
antennas depending on the modulation scheme utilized.
For 64QAM-modulation, no re-use is possible with some
types of antennas at any reasonable fading margin. The
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Fig. 7

Radiation pattern. Antenna 4/11 GHz, 4.3 m 0 (multiband)
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Fig. 8

Radiation pattern. Antenna 11 GHz, 3m 0 (offset-type)
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Fig. 9

Antenna: 7 GHz, 3 m 0, Gain: 45 dB
Minimum angular separation (for two interferers)

X horizontal polarization

o vertical polarization

• maximum of both

equal polarizations for adjacent directions, from node
alternated polarizations

range of variation, horizontal/vertical polarization

Fig. 10

Antenna: 4/11 GHz, 4.3 m 0, Gain: 41 dB (multiband)
Minimum angular separation (two interferers)

X horizontal polarization
o vertical polarization

• maximum of both

equal polarizations for adjacent directions, from node
alternated polarizations

[>/X\\\] range of variation, horizontal/vertical polarization

superior performance of offset-type antennas is also
evident from the results of figure 11, which minimizes
the problem. However, the relatively high cost of these
antenna types still limits their widespread application.

5 Conclusion

The spectral efficiency achieved with higher order
modulation schemes in dense digital radio networks has
been investigated. The results show that despite the
increase of efficiency that is achieved in networks with
nodes of small density, some definite limitations remain
in respect to the efficiency in dense networks, as long as
standard type antennas are applied. In the design of
dense networks with systems using high order modulation

schemes, these limitations should therefore be

taken into account.
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Fig.11
Antenna: 11 GHz, 3 m 0, Gain: 48 dB (offset-type)
Minimum angular separation (two interferers)

maximum for all combinations of polarizations
alternated polarizations
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